
Do you wish to speak in 

support of your 

submission at the 
hearing?:  

Yes 

I am able to attend:  Morning, Afternoon, Evening 

I intend to attend:  In-person 

Would you like to be 

added to our database to 

be notified of future 
consultations?:  

Yes 

Your Details 

Full Name:  Shane Stockdill 

Do you agree with our preferred option or do you support another option? 

Drinking water meters:  Don't install meters 

Let us know why:  To find suggested but unknown water leaks, First place strap on water 
meters and get real figures, not theoretical. $4.5m wont fix 
infrastructure. If leaks are found, this cost is still on top of this. 

Ascertain if leaks actually exist to the amount of half our water. then 
plan a resolve like normal Business instead of open checkbook of our 

money. 

Elderly Persons Housing:   

Let us know why:   

What do you think about 
our plans for our other 

projects and activities?:  

Methven Water reservoir upgrades. need to look at other options to 
obtain the same result. Current is approx a dollar a litre. There are 

systems that a .10c a litre. 90% less. The tank is earthquake damaged 
yet appears no claim was lodged. Who is been held to account? Was 

previous rates used to maintain / upgrade the current system or has it 
been neglected to this point? Library. Why Was the building left to fall 

to such low percentage of the build code? This seems poor 
stewardship of an asset. Any one held to account? Now the civic 

centre is been marketed as the new library. $53m. Why not lease the 

old Bunnings building and reduce staff numbers. Council has lost 
awarness of the value of a dollar. Rate increase of 14.86% unfair 

target to ratepayer in methven. This will be actually higher with 
property value rise, Rates are surpost to be a gathered amount of 

money for target costs, not a value based percentage.  

 


